TRACE
Proven software logistics for
enterprise customers.
TRACE is an out-of-the-box SAP©
add-on, which enhances the standard
Change and Transport Management
System by providing a convenient
framework for the monitoring,
approval and transportation of
transport requests.

SECURITY
TRACE comes with an innovative
algorithm that prevents system
downtimes as it detects and warns
for both classical and rare
transportation pitfalls, covering
development and configuration
requests. TRACE ensures that
incorrectly
transmitted
or
erroneously overwritten objects will
never pose a threat to your
production system again.

LIGHTWEIGHT

…but powerful! With just one central TRACE component
customers can control all their software logistics across the
entire portfolio of SAP© landscapes and instances!
For years now our clients, ranging from service providers,
small sized businesses to large multinationals, have been
relying on Transport Center.

PREMIUM SUPPORT
Our online support platform, which comes at no additional
cost, provides backend support services from Germany. An
experienced team with core product knowledge and real-life
project experience delivers best practice guidelines and
problem resolution in no time. This is how we established
our team of ABAP-Experts over the past 20 years.

COST OF OWNERSHIP
Our clients confirm, total cost of ownership per SAP
landschape drops due to savings triggered through
process automation requiring far less manual
intervention and efforts.
Our solution has a proven track record in preventing
accidental system & process downtime, even avoiding full
system restores!

UNDO
Have you ever wondered why it is
not possible to undo a SAP©
import after it caused issues in
your production environment?
The good news is, it is possible!
ABAP-Experts.com has just
released the ultimate SAP©
insurance policy, which
allows you to undo changes
introduced by an erroneous
import. Despite all efforts to
secure and safeguard your
transports many SAP©
customers have experienced
there are still various
reasons why things may go
wrong.
With only a minimal
invest you can safeguard
your environment from
problematic scenarios
as they now can be
rolled back in minutes!

While IT and its processes in general
grow in complexity we again simplify.

DUMP PREDICTION
TransportCenter is empowered by an innovative algorithm which prevents
erroneous imports as it detects and warns for overtake situations, missing or
potentially dangerous objects and referential dependencies. Dump prediction
covers both development and configuration transports!
Dump prediction is fully integrated within the approval workflow and cutover
tools, identifying dependencies and overtake scenarios on the fly.

SEQUENCING
With the support of dump prediction it becomes easy to define specific and
secure import sequences. For larger transport lists TRACE is able to assist with
fully automated sequencing functions.

INSTALLATION
A typical Transport Center installation can be completed within 2 days covering
installation, configuration and training.
The installation package is delivered within a dedicated SAP© namespace to
ensure full independence. Once installed an intuitive configuration cockpit
allows easy maintenance.

Request a demo
Did we awake your interest?

+49 911 4902 1918

info@abap-experts.com

www.ABAP-Experts.com

Do not hesitate contacting us or
check out our website for case
studies and videos.
Next to regular webcasts we offer
individual demo's and webinars.
We look foward to supporting your
business!
The ABAP-Experts Team

